Abstract-High-quality depth recovery from RGB-D data has received increasingly more attention in recent years due to their wide applications from depth-based image rendering to threedimensional imaging and video. Sharp contrast between highquality color images and low-quality depth maps presents severe challenges to the development of color-guided depth recovery techniques. Previous works have emphasized either locally varying characteristics of color-depth dependence or nonlocal similarities around the discontinuities of the scene geometry. Therefore, it is desirable to exploit both local and nonlocal structural constraints for optimizing the performance of color-guided depth recovery. In this work, we propose a unified variational approach via joint local and nonlocal regularization. The local regularization term consists of two complementary parts-one characterizing the color-depth dependence in the gradient domain and the other in the spatial domain; nonlocal regularization involves a low-rank constraint suitable for large-scale depth discontinuities. Extensive experimental results are reported to show that our approach outperforms several existing state-of-the-art depth recovery methods on both synthetic and real-world data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CTIVE methods of acquiring depth information have advanced rapidly in recent years. Unlike passive methods, active sensing directly project lights to the scene and measure the depth information from echoed signals. Time-of-flight (ToF) based [1] and structured-light based (e.g., Kinect [2] ) sensing techniques are two representative breakthroughs of achieving real-time depth capturing for dynamic scenes. Despite the progress in active depth sensing, the quality of acquired depth maps -when compared against their color image counterpartsis still low. Therefore it is highly desirable to develop efficient and effective depth recovery techniques (especially for improving the spatial resolution of depth cameras) to better support their uses in real-world applications such as depth-based image rendering (DIBR) [3] , [4] , human-computer interaction (HCI) [5] , [6] , 3D imaging/reconstruction [7] and 3D video [8] .
Existing approaches toward enhancing the spatial resolution of depth maps can be classified into the following three categories: 1) treat a depth map like a grayscale image but develop specialized super-resolution (SR) technique (e.g., [9] ); 2) multiple depth sensor fusion -similar to SR techniques for image sequence [10] , multiple depth maps can be combined into one map for the purpose of achieving a higher resolution; 3) colorguided depth recovery -use a high-resolution color image to guide the resolution enhancement of low-resolution depth map. The last class of approaches have been widely studied in the literature because it is often practically convenient to acquire a pair of color/depth images by ToF or Kinect sensors. Moreover, public availability of middlebury benchmark data set facilitates the comparison among competing methods of color-guided depth recovery [11] - [19] . For those reasons, we opt to focus on colorguided depth recovery in this paper.
How can color information facilitate the recovery of depth information? On one hand, since color and depth sensors acquire the same physical scene (up to some small parallax), discontinuities in depth maps are likely to associate with those in color images (i.e., scene depth changes usually produce large-scale edges in both color images and depth maps). Therefore, a highresolution color image does contain relevant clue to resolve the location uncertainty of discontinuities in depth maps. On the other hand, since homogeneous textured regions in color images correspond to flat surface areas in depth maps [17] , it is wise to treat textures in color images as nuisance during the inference about high-resolution depth maps. Due to inevitable errors with explicit texture segmentation, alternative approaches toward exploiting color-depth dependency (e.g., joint bilateral upsampling [20] , guided image filtering [21] and autoregressive model based [18] ) have been proposed in the literature.
Despite the above advances, several fundamental issues related to color-guided depth recovery remain unsettled. First, color-depth dependency is locally-varying and could change rapidly around large yet fine-detailed structures of a scene (e.g., long and thin paint-brushes in art as shown in Fig. 1 ). How to characterize such fast-evolving color-depth dependency in a principled fashion is still an open problem to the best of our knowledge. Consequently, it is often difficult for existing color-guided depth recovery methods to faithfully recover those delicate structures in depth maps. Second, due to lack of interference from surface albedo in depth sensing, depth maps often demonstrate stronger nonlocal similarity than their color image counterparts. How to effectively exploit such nonlocal similarity under the context of color-guided depth recovery is nontrivial especially in the scenario of SR (note that similar idea has been studied for depth map denoising in [22] ). We also note that the issue of exploiting color-depth dependency is relevant to the problem of depth map coding which has received increasingly more attention from the multimedia community in recent years (e.g., [23] - [25] ).
In this paper, we present a unified framework that can jointly exploit local and nonlocal color-depth dependencies and develop spatially adaptive techniques for color-guided depth recovery. The main ideas behind our approach are two-fold. The local regularization part consists of two complementary terms -one is weighted total-variation penalty similar to [17] defined by the local gradients of color/depth pair; the other is a pair of autoregressive-based models [18] characterizing the dependency between local statistics of color/depth pair. The nonlocal regularization part reflects the strategy of exploiting nonlocal similarity among large-scale depth discontinuitieswe first search similar patches in the guided color image and then enforce low-rank constraints on the recovered depth maps [26] - [29] . It has been found that such joint exploitation of both locally varying color-depth dependency and nonlocal colorguided similarity of depth maps are beneficial to accurate depth recovery in the presence of sophisticated scene geometry. As can be verified from our experimental results in Section IV, the proposed approach is capable of outperforming several existing state-of-the-art methods for both synthetic and real-data sets (please refer to supplementary material).
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Problem Formulation: Color-Guided Depth Recovery
The observation model in color-guided depth recovery can be described as follows. Let y, x denote the low-resolution and high-resolution depth maps respectively; then the low-resolution representation is connected with the target of recovery (highresolution depth map) via
where H represents the observation matrix and n is additive noise. Depending on the scenario of degradation (e.g., undersampling vs. missing data), the observation matrix can take different forms. For example, Kinect depth maps might suffer both degradations of structural missing and random missing data; while ToF depth maps often experience both undersampling and noise contamination [30] . Note that similar formulation has been widely studied in the literature of image interpolation and inpainting for color images; and a regularization/prior functional about the target of recovery x plays the key role in variational/Bayesian approaches toward image restoration. Color-guided depth recovery differs from such conventional formulation due to the existence of side information z -a high-resolution color image representation of the same scene. How to make the best use of this supplementary data (i.e., so-called "color-guided") to facilitate the recovery of depth map presents both new challenges and opportunities to the technical community. Among early attempts, joint bilateral upsampling [20] , [31] represents an elegant approach of leveraging existing bilateral filtering tool into color-guided depth map upsampling.
The key idea is to incorporate the high-resolution guide image into the definition of range filter (domain filter is still defined with respect to the low-resolution depth map). Since depth discontinuities correspond to large-scale object boundaries in color images, higher resolution of the guide image is useful to resolve the location uncertainty of depth discontinuities during upsampling. This idea has been further extended into joint geodesic upsampling in [15] where a novel geodesic distance sensitive to thin structures and fine scale changes is proposed to better preserve sharp changes in depth maps. Another line of related work is the development of guided image filtering (GIF) in [32] and [21] where local statistics of the guided image (highresolution color image) are leveraged into edge-preserving filtering of the target image (depth map). Although depth map upsampling was not directly considered as a potential application of GIF, it has been adopted as a standard benchmark of colorguided depth upsampling in recent years (e.g., [11] , [17] , [18] ).
In this paper, we attempt to sharpen our understanding of color-guided depth recovery from two complementary perspectives. On one hand, we propose to pay close attention to the locally varying characteristics of color-depth dependency and address the issue of model consistency between available and missing data. The former is particularly important to the recovery of large-scale but fine-detailed structures in depth maps (e.g., paint brushes in Art); the latter can be related to the idea of cross-validation in the literature of statistics [33] . On the other hand, we argue that it is equally important to develop nonlocal regularization tools for color-guided depth recovery due to lack of interference from albedo in depth sensing. In other words, positions of similar patches in color images could be highly correlated with those in depth maps (even though they are visually strikingly different). Along this line of reasoning, we propose to leverage the result of patch clustering in color images into nonlocally-regularized depth recovery (similar idea exists in [28] ).
B. Modeling Locally Varying Color-Depth Dependency
In order to model color-depth dependency in a principled fashion, one has to carefully pick the appropriate mathematical tools. Previous work [17] has introduced an anisotropic diffusion tensor for the purpose of penalizing large depth discontinuities at homogeneous regions but allowing sharp depth edges around texture ones. We have found this anisotropic diffusion tensor is conceptually similar to the existing idea of anisotropic weighted total-variation model (e.g., [34] ) -i.e.,
where ∇x i,j denotes the gradient of depth map x at a pixel location (i, j), • is a point-wise multiplication operator and W is defined by anisotropic weighted total-variation model as follows:
where I c represents the intensity of color channel (c = R, G, B or c = Y, U, V ), ∇ is the gradient operator and α, θ two weighting constants.
More recently, autoregressive (AR) model has been proposed in [18] , where both ideas of joint bilateral and nonlocal-mean filtering are combined to better characterize the spatially varying color-depth dependencies from region to region. More specifically, the objective function considered in the AR model can be written as
where (i, j) refers to the spatial location of a pixel, (k, l) is the pixel in the neighborhood of (i, j) and a k,l denotes AR coefficients. It has been suggested in [18] that careful design of pixel-adaptive AR coefficients a k,l 's is critical to the accuracy of color-guided depth recovery. For instance, the coefficient a k,l in [18] consists of two balancing terms
where N k,l is a normalization factor. The first depth term a
takes the form of a range filter (σ 1 is decaying rate)
and the second color term a z k,l is built upon bilateral and nonlocal-mean filtering (σ 2 , σ 3 are decaying rates)
where z i,j , z k,l denote the intensity values of color images at locations (i, j) and (k, l).
In this paper, we propose to further refine above model of color-depth dependency by introducing the dual minimization problem to (4) -that is
whereã (different from a but defined similarly) denotes AR coefficients associated with the dual formulation. In other words, we require that the underlying dual AR models well fit not only the missing depth values interpolated from their surrounding neighborhood by a's but also the true depth values predicted from the surrounding interpolated ones byã's. For notational simplicity, we rewrite above equation into a more compact matrix form
Such idea of spatially enforcing model consistency is inspired by the previous work on AR-based image interpolation [35] ; however, unlike [35] , the model whose consistency gets enforced here is the one characterizing color-depth dependency. In theory, this idea is related to the classical tool of cross-validation used in statistical analysis [33] in that the second term of (8) can interpreted as the validation on the available depth values. In practice, we have found that the combination of weighted-TV and dual-AR model is most effective for the recovery of finedetailed structures in the scene (e.g., long paint brushes in art) as can be seen from Fig. 1 .
C. Color-Guided Nonlocal Regularization Model for Depth Maps
In addition to spatially varying local correlation, nonlocal similarity contributes to the global characterization of colordepth dependency. For instance, although textured regions of a color image often correspond to flat surfaces of a depth map (since albedo and shape of an object are independent from each other), their boundaries are aligned -in other words, depth discontinuities leave their traces in both color images and depth maps. Along this line of reasoning, we conclude that it is also beneficial to develop color-guided nonlocal regularization tools for depth maps. In the literature, several previous works (e.g., nonlocal-mean filtering based regularization [11] , patch-based synthesis [13] , low-rank based depth enhancement [28] ) have been developed for nonlocal-regularized depth recovery based on similar observation. One drawback of those methods is the increased computational burden by globally searching similar patches.
We propose to strike an improved tradeoff between the performance and the cost by exploiting nonlocal regularization only around edges in the guided color image (similar idea exists in the literature such as [36] ). In our implementation, we opt to search similar patches only for those exemplar ones whose variance is above a certain threshold; then the results of patch grouping were passed onto the depth map during the formation of data matrices by similar patches. Note that unlike [28] where the definition of patch distance involves both RGB and depth, we opt to count on color image only in the process of searching similar patches. Our strategy can be justified from the perspective of minimizing the impact of aliasing from low-resolution depth maps especially when the upsampling ratio is high (e.g., × 8 or × 16 in our experiments). More specifically, the proposed color-guided nonlocal regularization functional is written as
where E denotes edge regions in the color image, R n = [x n 0 , x n 1 , . . . , x n k −1 ] is a matrix formed by k similar patches x's extracted from the depth map x (again note that the indexes of similar patches {n 0 , . . . , n k −1 } are leveraged from color image z), and rank(L n ) is the rank of recovered data matrix L n . In [26] , it has been shown that the above rank minimization problem can be approximated by a more tractable problem of minimizing the nuclear norm of a matrix. That is, we can rewrite (10) into
where |L n | * is the nuclear norm of matrix L n (i.e., the summation of its singular values) [37] . In the literature (e.g., [38] ), the above optimization problem of (11) lends itself to the class of singular-value thresholding techniques. Putting things together, here is the joint local and nonlocal regularization model for color-guided depth recovery
where the first term is data term, the second to the fourth corresponding to local terms defined in E TV , E new AR , the last two terms are nonlocal regularization functional and η, β, δ, λ, τ are regularization parameters. the above optimization problem can be solved by the method of alternating minimization, as we will elaborate next.
III. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM FOR COLOR-GUIDED DEPTH RECOVERY
In this section, we show how to solve the optimization problem in (12) by alternatively solving the following two subproblems. Note that the method of alternative minimization has been developed for total-variation image restoration in [39] ; however, since the regularization model has changed, we have to re-derive the optimization algorithm as follows.
A. Subproblem of Minimizing x for fixed L n
The first subproblem consists of all penalty terms except that the last one of nuclear term in (12) . 
(f) Ground truth depth (zoomed). (g) Edge [41] (zoomed). (h) JGF [15] (zoomed). (i) AR [18] (zoomed). (j) This work (zoomed).
At the first look, the above equation is long and tedious. But note that all terms in the first subproblem of optimization are L 2 -based; therefore, it is possible to solve in closed form. More specifically, we define
where I is an identity matrix and
Then, the Least-Square solution to (13) is given by
B. Subproblem of Minimizing L n for Fixed x
The second subproblem
This problem has been extensively studied in the literature (e.g., [26] , [38] ) and can be solved by the method of singular value thresholding
and
where S τ denotes the soft thresholding operator
Putting things together, we have the following iterative depth recovery algorithm. -Update x (t + 1) with L (t + 1) n using Eqs. (14)- (16) .
C. Implementation Details
the total running time for upsampling depth maps by a factor of eight to 1376 × 1088 is around 220 seconds (25 iterations in total). Such computational complexity is comparable to that of previous work such as [18] which has reported an average processing time of two minutes for upsampling depth maps by a factor of four. It should be noted that local-only method (such as [17] ) usually has lower computational complexity but sacrifices on the accuracy of reconstruction (as shown in Fig. 1 ). 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, extensive experimental results with both synthetic and real-world data sets are reported to verify the effectiveness of the proposed color-guided depth recover method. We will compare the performance of Algorithm 1 against several other competing approaches in the latest literature. Supplementary material contains a video demo showing the reduction of flickering artifacts for real-world Kinect depth map sequences.
A. Comparisons Against Other Competing Methods on Synthetic Datasets
Six data sets in the Middlebury benchmark database -namely Art, Book, Moebius, Reindeer, Laundry and Dolls [40] are used in our study. We have experimented with three types of degradation: undersampling, ToF-like degradation (undersampling with noise) and Kinect-like degradation (structural missing along discontinuities and random missing in flat regions). This work is compared against the following six competing methods: Bicubic interpolation, guided image filtering (guided) [32] , edge-weighted NLM-regularization (edge) [41] , joint geodesic filtering(JGF) [15] , adaptive autoregressive(AR) [18] . The last three represent the current state-of-the-art to the best of our knowledge. Experimental results of upsampling on Art, Book, and Moebius for [32] and [41] are quoted from [41] and [17] ; others are quoted from [18] . 1) Undersampling: The comparison of PSNR results at three upsampling rates (× 4, × 8, × 16) are shown in Table I . As can be seen from Table I , our method achieves the highest PSNR for most cases (especially at high upsampling rates). The only exceptions are Moebius and Reindeer at the upsampling rate of four -AR [18] are slightly better (the difference is only a few tenth decibels). Fig. 2 contains a comparison of original Dolls color/depth and the recovered depth maps among four competing methods. It is apparent that ours achieves the most accurate recovery -almost no artifact around the depth discontinuities (boundary of dolls). Indeed for this specific setting, the PSNR gain of our method over others is in the range of 1.5-3 dB. 2) ToF-like Degradation: In this experiment, we simulate ToF like degradation by adding Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 5 and then downsampling depth maps at three different rates (× 4, × 8, × 16). The comparison results in Table II show that our method obtains the highest PSNR performance for all cases except two (ours falls behind AR [18] by less than 1 dB). The Guided [32] , Edge [41] and AR [18] methods provide decent results due to their intrinsic denoising abilities. However, the JGF [15] method does not as well as in upsampling without noise because of its lack of denoising ability. Fig. 3 shows the subjective quality comparison among the ground-truth and recovered depth maps for Book by four competing methods. Our method significantly outperforms in terms of sharpness around depth discontinuities and freedom from artifacts. 3) Kinect-like Degradation: To simulate Kinect-like degradation, we create both structural and random missing data (holes) around depth discontinuities and in flat regions. Table III includes the PSNR comparison results for this kind of degradation. Five competing methods are compared: Bicubic, Guided [32] , joint bilateral filtering (JBF) [20] , Adaptive Autoregressive (AR) [18] and ours. In fact, one can be more easily verify the benefit of joint local and nonlocal regularization in the situation of missing data than upsampling due to absence of frequency aliasing. Our method convincingly outperforms others by 1-3 dB for all six images. Fig. 4 includes the visual comparison of different recovery methods and it is easy to verify the superiority of this work.
B. Experimental Results on Real-world Datasets
We have also applied the proposed recovery method to depth maps captured from a Kinect sensor in the real world. The data set used in our experiment consists of five RGB-D pairs -three from [18] and the other two from the NYU RGB-D dataset.
1 Fig. 5 shows the comparison of depth recovery results among three competing methods (Moving Least-Square [42] , AR [18] and ours) for two RGB-D pairs. Moving Least-Square 1 [Online]. Available: http://cs.nyu.edu/∼silberman/datasets/ (MLS) [42] is a method of noise filtering and superresolution for grayscale images but adapted here for depth map recovery. Since this is not ground truth for comparison, we can only count on subjective inspection of recovered depth maps in Fig. 5 -this work arguably delivers more visually pleasant recovery results than the other two. More convincing recovery results can be found in the supplementary material accompanying this paper where dramatic reduction of flickering artifacts in a real-world depth map sequence can be observed.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a joint local and nonlocal regularization strategy for high-quality color-guided depth recovery. The local regularization part involves a combination of weighted TV and dual AR-based terms aiming at better exploiting spatially-varying color-depth dependencies especially around large yet fine-detailed structures. The nonlocal regularization part is based on the result of searching similar patches from the color image and designed to better characterize the self-repeating patterns in depth maps. An optimization algorithm via alternative minimization is developed and tested on both synthetics and real-world data sets. For both data sets, our experimental results have shown that the proposed method is superior to the existing state-of-the-art in the open literature in terms of both objective accuracy and subjective quality of recovered depth maps.
